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1. Quadrillion has 

- 

zeroes.

',|'t4
(B) l0

(c) 1s

(D) 20

3. What can be said regarding a line if its
slope is negative?

(A) 0 is acute angle

(B) e is obtuse angle

(C) Either the liner is x-axis or it is
parallel to the x-axis

(D) 0 = 90'

4. gr-.intercept of the line 4x - 39 + 15 = O,
ls

(A) _15
4 llt]

15(B) 
+

(c) s

(D) -s
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(D) t300

6. There'are 50 boys and 25 girls in a
class. Tho ratio of the number of boys
to the total number of students is

(A) 1:2

(B) 2:1

(c) 2:3

(D) 3:2

7. A car moves with a speed of 216 km/hr.
Its speed in meters per second is

(A) 216

(Bl 24

(c) 60

(D) 6s

(A) ?268

(B) ?270

(cl <272

2, lt a>b and. b >a, then we conclude
that

lA) a-b

(B) a=b

(Cl a* b

(D) Cannot be evaluated

s. 0.0058 * 1000 = ?

(A) 0.oooo58

[B) 0.00000s8

(c) o.s8

(D) 0 . 00058

8. By setling a book for ?285, a
shopkeeper gains 147o. If the profit is
reduced to 87o, the selling price will
be



9. The votlme of a cylinder of radius rand
height h is

lAl 4hnrs

3
@l a htr3

lCl htr2

(D) hrr3

11. Probability of drawing an ace from a
deck of 52 is

I(A) 
s2

I(B) 
ze

1
(c)

13

1
(Dl ,

12, Mode of the data

15, 14, 19, 20, 16, 15, 16, 14, 15, 18,
14, 19, 16, 17, 16

is

(A) 17

(B) 16

(c) . rs

(D) l4
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rc. ui*!=-1,lc.,blol,then a3 -b3is
equal to

(A} -1

(B) o

14. The common factor of Aa2bac2 ,

. l2a4bc4 and l6a3b1c is

(Al a?ba c2

[Bl 4bt c2

lcl azbc

(Dl 4a2bc

16. Which of the following statemcnts is
true?

@) Whole numbers are commutative
for subtraction

(C) Integers are commutative for
aubtraction

(D) Rational numbers are not
commutative for subtraction

16. A man of6 boys takcs 2 ofhis boys at a
time to a zoo, without taking the same
pair of boys together more than once.
How many times does the man go to the
zoo?

(A) 6

(Bl 12

(cl 1s

(D) l8

1(c) ,
(D) I

3

lO. lt BOC is a diameter of a circle and
AB = AC, then ZABC =?

(A) 30'

(B) 4s'

(c) 60'

(D) e0'

(A) Natural numbers are cbmmutative
for subtraction



17. Mirror image of the point (6, -8) in
y-axis is

(A) (6, 8)

(B) (-8, 6)

(c) (-6, -8)
(D) (-6, 8)

la. Which of the following expressions is
not true?

(A) log2xlog3 = 1og6

(B) log'2xlog3=1og5

(C) logl=0

{D) log8 = 3log2

19. Find the 15th term of the sequence
20, 15, 10, ........

(A) -ss
(B) -s0
(c) -4s
(D) 0

2O. The linear equation 4x-lOg =14 has

(A) no solution

(B) urique solution

(C) two solutions

(D) infrnitely many solutions

2L. l,ct A = 11,2,3,.....i., n) arrd B = la,bl.
Then the number of surjection from
A to Bis

(A) "Pz

(B) 2" -1
(cl 2" -2
(D) 2"
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22. what is the solution set for T* , O,

(a) (s, -)
(Bl (s, 0)

(c) (-s, -)
(o) (*, s)

23. The maximum number of equivalence
relation on the set A ={1,2, 3} is

(A) 1

(B) 3!

(c) 3

(D) s

24. In the formula of sample variance the
>(x -il' is called

(A) total difference of squares

(B) total sum of squar.es

(C) multiplier of deviation

(D) mean deviation

25. lf a, 2a-l and. 2c+1 are three
consecutive terms of an AP, then the
value of a is

(A) -2

tB) -3

(c) 2

(D) 3

4



26. The tangents drawn at the exkemities '

of the diameter of a circle are

(A) perpendicular

(B) parallel

(C) equal

(D) Cannot be said

27. When a line segm€nt is divided in the
ratio 2:3, how many parts is it divided
in to ?

(B) 2

(c) s

(D) s

28, K2 - 1 is divisible by 8,

(A) an even integer

(B) an odd integer

(C) a natural number

(Dl a whole number

ifKis

29. The surface area ofa sphere is 616 cm2,
its radius is

(A) 7 cm

(B) 14 cm

(Cl 2Lcm

(D) 28 cm
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30. U cos(A+B) =0, then sin(A-B) is
reduced to

(A)

(B)

(cl

(D)

cos A

cos 28

sin 4

sin28

5

31. Find the value of ifl6 -Vi25

(A) 0

(B) 1

(c) Ve 1

1
(D) ;J

32. If the points M(2, 0) , lV(-6, 0) and
P(3, ,c - 3) lie on the x-axis, then the

. value of lc is

(A) -4

(B) -3

(c) 0

(D) 3

33. The angles ofa triangle are in the ratio
5 : 3 : 7, the triangle is

(A) a right-angled triangle

(B) an obtuse-angled triangle

(C) an acute-angled triangle

(D) an i.sosceles triangle

(A) 5



36. Two planes intcrgect cach other to form

(Al a straight line

@ a new plane

(Cl a point

@) an angle '

36. In a frequency distribution, the mid-
value of a class is l0 and the width of
the class is 6. The upper limit of the
class is

(A) e

(B) 10

(c) 13

(D) 16

39. For any natural number n, 7n -2^ is
divisible by

(A) 2

(B) -s

(c) 7

(D) e

r00. I{ow many 2-digit positive integers are
dMsible by 4 or 9?

lful 24

(Bl 30

(cl 36

(D) 40

41. The ratio of thc present ages of Ravi and
Virat is 6:4. Fiv€ years ago their ages
wer,e in the ratio 5:3. Their present ages
are

(Al 36, 24

(Bl 30, 20

tc) 2s, ls

lDl 20, 12

38, Correct representation of 0.00O00025m
IS

(Al 2.5 x lO-5 m

(B) 2.5 x l0{ m

(C) 2 .5 x lO-7 m

(D) 2.5xlo{ m
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42. If the sum of the roots of the quadratic
equation ax2 +bx+c=O is cqual to
the sum of the squarcs of their

abc
reciprocals, then -' -, 5 arc in

6

34. If '3tan(0- 15) = ta119 * 1t,, then the
value of e is

(Al 30

(Bl 4s

(cl 60

(Dl e0

37. The measure of each cxterior angle of
a regular polygon of 15 sides is

lAl 60'
(B) 4s.

(c) 30"

lDl 24"

lAI AP

(BI GP

(cl HP

(D} AGP



t13. Suppose today is Monday. After 61 days,
it will be

(A) Wednesday

(B) Thursday

(C) Friday

(D). Saturday

44. Through what angle does the minutc
ha-nd of a clock tum in 5 minutes?

{Bl 3s'

(cl 4s'

(D) 60'

ttS. Which of the following is a pcrfect
squarc number?

(A) 888

(Bl 2222

lcl s24s7

(Dl 10000

tl6. The ieciprocal of a positive rational
number ig

(Al o

(B) I

(Cl a positive rational number

(D) a negative rational number

47. Equation of thc line passing through
(0,0) and slop€ m ig

l l s=ntx
(Bl x=mg

(cl g = mx+c

(Dl x= mg +c
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48. Which of the following is a proper
fraction?

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

49. Express 98 as a product of its primes.

lAl 22 x7

lBl 22 x72

lCl 2x72

. (Dl 23 x7

I
7
2

2

5

9
4

2x x
22

2x2 +2x-24(D)

51. If a pair. of lincar equations is
consistent, then the lines will be

(A) always coincident

(B) parallel

(C) always intersecting

(D) intersecting or coincident

6

7 lP.r.o.

5O. A quadratic po\momial, whosc zcrocs
are -3 and 4, is

(N x2 - x+12

(Bl x2 + x+L2

{c)



52. A bi-quadratic equation has degree

(A) I

(B) 2

(c) 3

(D) 4

53, The number of multiples l5'ing between
n and n2 which are divisible by n, is

(A) n-2
(B) n-1

(c) n

(D) n+1

54. The points (1, ll,l-2,7) and (3,-3) are

(A) veitices of an equilateral triangle

(B) collinear

(C) vertices of an isosceles triangle

[D) None of the above

55. 5tan2A-5sec2A+1 is equal to

(A) -4

lB) 1 :

(c) -s
(D) 2

56. Cumulative frequency polygon is also
called

(A) ogive

(B) histogram

(C) abscissa

(D) sigma

57. jthe, tqtal number of observations, rvhich
are below a certain value, is known as

(A) class boundaries

(B) class marks

(C) cumulatrve frequencies

(D) variances

58. The number I .101001000100001...
1S

(A) a natural number

(B) an integer

(C) a rational number

(D) an irrational number

59. 2 square roots of the unity are

(A) 1, -t
(B) -1, ru

(C) 1, -u,

(D) r, 12

6O. If two sets A and E are given, then the
set consisting of the €lements lvhich
are both in 4 and in B is called

(A) intersection of A and B

(B) union ofA and B

(C) complemen! of A

(D) complement of B

61. The range of R = {(0, a), (2, b), (3,c!,
(a, d)) is

(A) {0, 2,3,4}

(Bl {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}

(cl la, b, c, dl

(D) lb, c, d1
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(A) 12 k

(B) 14k

(c) 1sk

(D) 16k

63. If a < 0, the function f(r.) = ax2 + bx + c
has

(C) constant value

(D) positive value

64. The capacity of a water
dimensions (9 mxS mx3 m)

tank of
is

(A) 135 litres

(B) 1350 litres

(C) 13500 litres

(D) 135000 litres

65. The ss1 d = {i, j, k) , then lP(A)l
equa.l to

(A) 3

(B) 8

(c) e

(D) U'C

1S
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66. Points (1, -2), (1, -3), (-4, 51, (0, 0), (3, -3)

(A) Ue in third quadrant

[B) lie in second quadrant

(Cl Iie in fourth quadrant

(D) do not lie in the same quadrant

68. If the angles A, B, C and D of a
quadrilateral ABCD, taken in order, are
in the ratio 3:7:6:4, then ABCD is a

(A) rhombus

(B) parallelogram

(C) trapezium

(D) kite

69. In how many different ways can the
letters ofthe word 'RE"IAIL'be arrsnged
in a way t1.at tl.e vowels occupy only
the odd positions?

(Al 32

(B) 36

(c) 48

lDl 72

9

62. Mode and mean of a data are 12 I( and '

15 k respectively. The median of the
data is

(A) maximum value

lt
@) minimum value

67. A diagonal of a rectangle is inclined to
one side of the rectangle at 25'. The
acute angle betureen the diagonals is

(A) ss'

(B) s0'

(c) 40"

(D) 2s"



70. tf l8 women can reap a field in 7 days,
in what time can 6 women reaP the
same field?

{A) 15 days

F) 2 r days

(C) 30 days

(D) 36 days

71. Which of the following statements is
lncorfcct?

(A) A linc segment has definite length

@) Thrce lines are concurrent if and
only if they have a common Point

(C) Two lines drawn in a plane always
intcrcect at a Point

(Dl Onc and onlY onc linc can bc
drawn passing through a given
point and parallel to a given line

?2. Thc pair of cquations x=c end Y=d
graphically represents lines which are

(A) paiallcl

(B) intcrsccting at (d, c)

(Q coincidcnt

(Dl intcrs€cting at (c, d)

?3. In lgs, thc exponent is

(A) I

(B) 2

(cl s

(D) 10
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74. lf x and y are iirversely proportional,
then

(A) x+Y =66151411

(Cl .try = constant

x
(D) 

'

= constant

75. Which of the following needs a proof?

(A) Theorem

(B) Axiom

(Cl Definition

(D) Postulate

(A) 16

(B) 4

(cl 1

(D) 0

7?. Abscissa of a point is positive in

(C) First quadrant only

10

(D) Second quadrant only

(B) x-Y=constant

76. Simplifred value of 64-* , {fr4 is

[A] First and second quadrants

(B) First and fourth quadrants



78. A train travels 60 km in t hour' How

long will it take to go l5o km?

(A) 2 hours

(B) 3 hours

(C) 2'5 hours

(D) 4 hours

29. Which of the following is a trinornial?

lA) -7x

(Bl g2 - 422

(Cl x2g - xg2 +g2

(D) 12c -9cd + 5d -3

81. Which of the following ccnnot be
determined graphically?

(A) Mean

(B) Median

(C) Mode

{D} None of the above
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83. On thc off chance that 4a = 5b and
8b=9c,finda:b:c.

{A) 45:36:32

(Bl 45:32:36

(Cl 32:45:36

(Df 32:36:45

84. What are the three numbers in AP, if
their sum is 15 and product is 80?

(A| s,7, s

(B) 2, s,8

lcl 6,7,2

(D) s, s, s

85. Fill up the missing place from thc
following :

379 390 412 445 ? 544

(A) 489

(B) 4e2

(c) s04

(D) s24

, 80. l2o +4-tlx22 is equal to

(A) s

(B) 4

(c) 3

(D) 2

I P.T.o.

82. The unit digit in the product (636 x 924
x 368) is

(A) 1

tBl 2

(c) 3

(D) s



86. The number n is a/an

(A) natural numbgr

(B) rational number

(C) irra$ona-l number

@) None of the above

47. At some time of the day, tfle length of
the shadow of a toqrer is equal to its
height. Find the sun's altirude at that
time.

9O. The graph of U = 5x is a line

(A) parallel to x-axis

@l para-llel to u-axis

(C) perpendicular to y-axis

(D) passing through the origin

91. How many diagonals does a triangle
have?

(A) 0

(B) I

(cl 2

(D) 3

(A) e = 30"

(B) 0 = as'

(c) 0 = 60.

(D) 0 = 1ss.

88. Flnd the compound interest on ? 7;500
at 4Yo Per annum for 2 Years,
iompounded annuallyr

(A) ? 312

(B) ? 412

(c) E s12

p) r 612

89. If the common difference of an AP is 3,

then aro - a,r is

(4s
(B) 3

(c) ls

(D) 20
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92, Which of the following statements is
true? '

(A) All the rectangles are aquares

@) All the parallelograms are rhombuses

(C) All the squares are rhombuses

(D) Each paraUelogram is a trapezium

93. Bells toll together at 9-00 am. They toll
aII*7,8,11 and 12 seconds respectively.
How many times will they toll together
again in the next 3 hours?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(c) s

r2

(D) 6



94: Harish paid ? 9600 as interest on,a
loan he took 5 years ago at 76Yo rate of
simple interest. What was the amount
he took as loan?

(A) r 30,000

[B] ? 2s,o00

(c) E 1s,000

(D) r 12,000

4
By what fraction should we multiply E

16
to get

4
(A) 7

7
F) ;..t

(c) 
s

I
(D) 

3s

96. The zeroes of the quaclratic polynomial
x2 -lSx+50 are

(A) both negative

(B) one positive and one negative

(C) both positive

(D) both equal

?
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97. lf P (El denotes the probability of an
event -8, then

(A) P(E) < 0

(B) P(E) > 1

(c) -1 < P(E) < 1

{D) 0sP(E) <I

98. Expansion of

2x(x+2gl+3x(2x-3gl

yields

(4 8{-5ny
(B) 8x - 5y

(cl 3a-2V

[D] 3x - 59

99. The number of tangents to a circle
which are para-llel to a secant is

ll2
(B) 3

(c) 4

(D) infinite

1OO. Euclid's division lemma states that for
two positive integers a and b, there exist
unique integers q and r such that
o = bq+r, where rmust satisS

(Al acrcb
(B).0<r<b

(c) 1<r<b
(D) o<r<b

95.

IP.T.o.
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